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      We hope that you had a joyous holiday season spending time with

loved ones, eating lots of yummy food, and celebrating your

memories and accomplishments of the past year.  We trust that you

are ready to start 2018 relaxed and recharged.  At HDD, we are

excited for everything this brand new year promises to bring, not only

for our office, but also for all of our patients.  There are so many

possibilities, and we look forward to making this a year to remember

with you!
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It's here!

January 1st marks the initiation of our all-new Designs Club at HDD.  This program

has been created specifically for patients who do not have dental insurance or as

an alternative for those who are dissatisfied with their current plan.  Membership

is $269 per year for adults ($245 for children) and will include 2 exams and 2

cleanings, as well as check-up x-rays and fluoride treatments.  Members will

also benefit from a 15% professional courtesy on all dental services and will be

entitled to reduced prices on products sold in the office.  Beyond all of these

perks, this program eliminates monthly premiums, deductibles and copays, yearly

maximums, and other parameters that can be quite limiting with dental insurance

plans.  Please call Karen for more information or ask at your next visit.  Your teeth

are important, and we want to make sure you can keep them healthy this year!



Thank you for donating!

Our collection for Project Keep Warm was a tremendous success.  There will be many

happier (and warmer!) people this winter thanks to your generosity.  If you missed the

drive this year, don't worry.  This will be an annual event at HDD.  If your winter items

are ready to be replaced after the season is over, hang onto them until next November,

and we'll be happy to pass them along.  

https://www.lvbg.org/events/project-keep-warm/
https://www.lvbg.org/events/project-keep-warm/


Miss your tooth?

Existing HDD patients: If one of your New Years resolutions is to finish 2018 with more

teeth than you started, call the office and make an appointment to have a free implant

consultation with Dr. Gil.  We'll happily answer any questions you may have about this

easy and life-changing dental treatment, provided start to finish right here in our office.

 The smile you're hoping for might be closer than you think!  

Dental Did You Know #7.5

In 2017, there was a marked focus in dental journals on the connection between dental

health and overall well-being.  We've stressed before how oral health can play a huge

role in the development and stability of common systemic diseases, such as diabetes,



heart disease, and gastrointestinal disorders.  Recent studies have also connected the

retention of your natural dentition with your life expectancy.  It was found in multiple

studies that the number of teeth that a person maintains can determine the vitality,

quality, and longevity of life.  Keep in mind that these studies refer to teeth kept IN

HEALTH, i.e. without cavities, infections, or structural issues.  Unfortunately, some teeth

cannot be saved due to these problems, so it is a good idea to always consider

replacement options if your tooth falls in this category.  It could have a much bigger

effect than what you thought!

Valentines Day is coming!

Want to raise eyebrows with your Valentines gift this year?  Consider treating your

special someone to microbladed brows with Master Microblading by Sally located right on

site at HDD!  This technique is a form of semi-permanent makeup that helps fill-in,

reshape, or reconstruct brows for a natural, low-maintenance appearance.  Check out

these before-and-after photos of Sally's work, and visit her Facebook and Instagram

pages for more!

https://www.facebook.com/mastermicrobladingbysally/
https://www.instagram.com/master_microbladingbysally/
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